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Need a repair? We've got it
covered!
We offer repair services on over
120,000 products from hundreds of
manufacturers. Let us help you get
the quick turnaround times you need
with a warranty that leaves you
reassured.

Revolutionizing Operations
Discover how we were able to assist
Crown Holdings’ aluminum canning
factory in Illinois transition from
analog controls to a fully robust,
automated solution resulting in an
easy-to-use network that decreases
downtime.

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

High Security for One-way Data
Traffic
The Rail Data Diode from Hirschmann
provides ultimate security in ethernet
networks through guaranteed oneway data traffic while also securely
transferring data to the public internet
without putting the system at risk.
Read More...

Modicon M262 IIoT Logic & Motion
Controller
This highly intelligent machine
controller plays an important role in
Schneider's IIoT-ready architecture,
EcoStruxure. The M262 connects
products to data analytics apps so
smart devices can gather important
performance data, use it to optimize
machine performance, and analyze
for trends.
Read More...

The NEW BradyPrinter A5500 Flag
Printer Applicator
Just because wire diameters are
decreasing, that doesn’t mean the
data needed to identify them
decreases too. Adding a flag gives
you the room for the data you need,
but also increases your identification
time.
Read More...

The AX/KX is Here
The new AX/KX line from Rittal marks
the digital transformation of a
standardized product that Rittal has
produced for more than 50 years.
These new models are embedded
within digital processes, making for
simpler, faster assembly and

component installation, greater
flexibility and enhanced safety.
Learn More...

Learn More About Clayton Larson!

Standard Talks Blog

Where Industry Connects...
5 Definitions of Leadership to Jump Start Your Day
Standard Electric Announces Donation to Feeding
America
5 Reason You Need a Techman Robot

Hot Products:

Check out the industry's latest!
Schneider's Illuminated
E-Stop
Red Lion's CR1000 &
CR3000

Euchner's MGB2
Weidmuller's FrontCom
Micro
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